Polyhedra excite the imagination not only of mathematicians, engineers, architects, and artists, but also of biologists and chemists. "Molecular modelling is a constitutive, yet overlooked, element of the practice of chemistry" [1] . A case in point is C60 or Buckyball, where paper models played a pivotal role in elucidating the truncated icosahedral shape of C60, for which Kroto, Curl, and Smalley were awarded the 1996 Nobel Prize in Chemistry. Unfortunately, some molecular structures, including fullerenes, are inaccessible with standard molecular modeling kits due, in part, to the large number of atoms involved. In this poster, a simple method to construct molecular models for arbitrary fullerenes, nanotori, high-genus fullerenes, helically coiled carbon nantotubes, carbon torus knots, and carbon Schwarzites using beads is described [2] [3] [4] . In a short amount of time, students of all ages can create a fullerene museum on their desk. Bead models of C60 and C70 constructed from 90 and 105 beads and single nylon fishing threads are shown in the following figure, respectively. In an over-simplified view, bead models of fullerenes represent the electron-pair domain model for trivalent systems where each bead represents the electron density of a carbon-carbon bond in the fullerene. Owing to the similarity between microscopic valence shell electron pair repulsion and macroscopic mechanical hard-sphere interactions in the trivalent beaded models, the shape of a bead model is similar to the true molecular structure of the corresponding fullerene. In addition to trivalent graphitic structures, other successful applications of mathematical beading to molecular physical modeling include valence sphere models of simple organic molecules, extended metal atom chains, polyhedral models of inorganic structures, Mackay's polyhedra, diamond, lonsdaleite, and various tetravalent zeolites.
